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COMPANY  INTRODUCTION

PERFORMANCE OF HONOR

PRODUCT  CLASSIFICATION

APPLICATION  FIELDS

VALVE SEAL  STRUCTURE

ORDER  INFORMATION

A  Gate Valves

B  Angle Valves

C  Flap Valves

Pocket Ultra-high Vacuum Gate Valves

Ultra-High Vacuum Gate Valves

High Vacuum Gate Valves

Huge Ultra-high Vacuum Gate Valves

Ultra Large Vacuum Gate Valves

High Vacuum Angle Valves 

Large High Vacuum Angle Valves

CF Series Ultra-high Vacuum Angle Valves 

KF Series High Vacuum Straight Angle Valves

High Vacuum Flap Valves

Large High Vacuum Flap Valves

D  Charge Valves

E  Regulating Valves 

Vacuum Charge Angle Valves

KF Series High Vacuum Charge Valves

KF Series Electromagnetic Differential Pressure Charge Valves

Beijing Factory

Valve Production Line Company Platform

Helium mass
spectrometer

Sichuang Factory

Ultra-High Vacuum Adjustable Gate valve

High Vacuum Trimming Valves

Rectangular High Vacuum Gate Valves

Water-cooling High Vacuum Gate Valves

The brand of CBVAC was founded in 2002.

       Our industry belongs to vacuum fields, we are a comprehensive high-tech enterprise specialized in vacuum products 
development, design, production, sales and service. We have succeeded in developing the first dry scroll vacuum pump 
in China, the first DN3000 oppositely pressure-resistant high-speed vacuum gate valves in China, and the first 7 sheets 
engineered MOCVD vapor deposition equipment in China under the cooperative development with Chinese Academy of 
Sciences. The fully reflects the company’s independent innovation ability. CBVAC will adhere to the advanced manage-
ment concept, the high quality of the products, to realize fast development as a leading brand excellent and advanced 
enterprise in both international and domestic vacuum industry.

       CBVAC Beijing company Chuanbei vacuum technology(Beijing) co.,LTD is located in Changping district of Zhong -
guangcun national independent innovation demonstration garden,covers the area more than 10000 square meters, 
CBVAC Sichuan company Sichuan JiuTian Vaccum Technology Corporation Limited is located in Duofu industry park in 
Nanchong city, covers the area more than 60000 square meters. At present, CBVAC brand has four leading main product 
categories including vacuum valves, vacuum pumps, vacuum flanges & vacuum bellows, vacuum integrated equipments. 
The vacuum products and technologies are widely applied in new energy, new materials, national defense, aerospace, 
semiconductor, manufacturers for vacuum equipment, universities, scientific research institutions and other strategic 
emerging industries.

       Our company owned an excellent R&D team consists of professor of engineering ,senior engineers and engineers, from
which 3 people are the commissioners from China vacuum technology standardization technology committee and China 
machinery industry laboratory instruments and equipment standardization technical committee(CMIF/TC16),participated the 
making of a number of national standards and industry standards.2 people enjoy the State Council’s allowance, other
main technical personnel also own rich experiences in vacuum valves& vacuum equipments technologies, also
engaged in design work with dozens of years in the vacuum fields. With the sustainable technical innovation for many 
years, we constantly launch the new products and new structures, also acquired dozens of national utility model patent 
certificates and one national invention patent.

       CBVAC will continue to adhere to the sincere, innovative, pragmatic and efficient. Constantly offering high quality
products and first-class service to our clients, contribute to the construction of beautiful China.
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